
Compassionate Play 
 
It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to notice that in Western culture most game activities 
and sports seem designed for the highly skilled few who play to win by defeating others, 
often through intimidation. We want to create a more inclusive play experience that is 
clearly trustworthy on two levels. 
 
Physical Trust:  

• “Can I trust myself not to put myself in any kind of situation where I am going to 
get hurt?”  

• “Can I trust all the other people I am playing with to respect my body?” 
 
Emotional Trust: 

• “Can I trust myself and others to protect my self-concept?” 
 
Children universally seem to bring trust issues to game areas. The think, “Gosh, I’m the last 
one to be picked. I’m not good enough. I feel clumsy.” As the feel these thoughts, they 
invent wonderful and/or not so wonderful defense mechanisms to avoid play. As they avoid, 
withdraw, isolate, or act out, they often bring trust-defeating baggage to their play space.  
 
Total trust can never be achieved unless we address personal, emotional, and group social 
factors compassionately. Values like kindness, caring, sharing, being able to be silly, allowing 
for failure, tolerating and appreciating that failure, protecting everyone’s self concept, and 
eliminating teasing are so important. These are all vital ingredients to creating a 
trustworthy game and a safe environment for personal and group growth.  

 
 

The Five Cs 
 
The New Games Foundation came up with a wonderful formula that helps everyone identify 
whether a game that you are playing with your kids is a safe, successful, and ultimately 
trustworthy.  The formula is called the five Cs.  A safe, trustworthy, successful game is one 
that’s contained, cushioned, controlled, and played with a sense of caring and community. 
 
1. A trustworthy game is contained. 
You know exactly where the boundaries are.  You know exactly where you need to be to play 
the game.  If you are not ready to play the game, you can move outside the boundaries, 
knowing that no one will humiliate, ridicule, or intimidate you for not playing.  This freedom 
to decide when to take a healthy risk is an important one.  We must encourage children to 
develop a sense or "personal readiness."  When is it okay to join in an activity, and when is it 
smart to avoid participation?  Personal readiness allows for increased awareness of oneself, 
others, and the immediate environment.  Children will have many challenges placed in front 
of them throughout their lives.  Let’s help them practice making wise decisions.  Giving and 
practicing choices will facilitate healthy risk-taking and learning to identify one’s personal 
boundaries.    



 
2. A trustworthy game is cushioned. 
Your activity is played on the most appropriate and safe space.  Unfortunately, it is clear 
that many playground spaces contain glass, rocks, and other objects that are really 
dangerous to kids.  If your space is one of these, turn the responsibility to keep playground 
safe into a game.  Create an "eco-walk."  Get all the kids to line up, shoulder to shoulder.  
Then instruct that they walk from one side of the playing field to the other, picking up all 
items that look unsafe.  If objects are very sharp or dangerous, have them tell you so you 
can pick them up. 
     In a cushioned game we do everything we can to make it a little bit safer.  For instance, 
one TV station reported that in the 1995 playing season, there were a reported 160,000 
Little League injuries that resulted in trips to an emergency room.  CNN reported that in 
1993, there were more than 115,000 injuries in organized children’s baseball leagues and 
four deaths.  The deaths occurred when children were hit in the chest and went into cardiac 
arrest.  Four deaths.  Wow!  So should we stop playing baseball?  The answer is clearly no.  
Baseball is a great game when played safely.  So how could we make this particular  game a 
little more safe, a little more cushioned?  Playing with effective yet softer balls might help.  
So might more protective gear and slide-away bases.  And at least one adult present should 
be able to perform CPR. 
     No one can guarantee that all children will be free from injuries.  Accidents happen.  
However, we can make a significant dent in injuries resulting from purposeful acts of 
aggression and violence by enacting healthy ground rules.  As responsible elders who have 
been entrusted with the care of children, we must remain diligent in creating safer 
environments for them.  Using foresight and common sense and correcting mistakes are 
ways that we can give activities greater safety, trustworthiness, and cushioning. 
 
 
3. A trustworthy game is controlled. 
It is really important that we not be afraid to stop any activity that gets out of control.  
Just because there is only one quarter left in the game or five minutes left in playtime 
doesn’t mean we should let a game that is out of control continue.  We focus on key 
socializing aspects before we focus on scoring or winning. 
     By permitting yourself to stop a game when acting out occurs, you give children an 
opportunity to explore what they need to do to bring the game back under control.  Parents 
and teachers who stop unsafe activities really focus on improving social skills.  If we let 
games go until the end of their allotted time, ignoring any acting out, we are missing the 
chance to really teach and learn through those activities.  So not being afraid to halt games, 
bringing the kids together, listening to their solutions, and getting their input is valuable.  
If they can’t offer solutions, or are unable a the time to practice them, then it’s time to 
move on to something else.  Remember that with this concept comes the awareness that 
learning to play is all process.  No magic pills or immediate long term solutions.  You are going 
to try solving your game’s problems today, and if it doesn’t work out today, you’ll come back 
to it tomorrow.  You might find yourself saying something like, "In three more days, let’s try 
solving this problem and play this game again.  It seems apparent that we’re just not ready 
for it today.  We’ve been unable to make this activity fun. And we must always play to have 
fun.  So, let’s try again in three days." 



     Additionally, take yourself out of the role of being the only one who is doing all the 
problem solving.  Don’t fall into the trap of giving children the easy or obvious answers just 
because it is clear to your adult awareness.  If you do this, then you will soon become  a 
prisoner of children who come to you for all their answers.  Let the kids participate and 
facilitate problem solving.  You are in an excellent position to delegate responsibility to your 
children.  This way, they can practice learning these skills in order to become healthier 
children and successful adults when they grow up. 
  
4-5. Finally, a safe game, a trustworthy game, is one that is played with a sense of 
caring and community. 
      
     Once again, we are trying to develop social skills.  We are trying to bring people together 
at a very young age and teach them the skills that they are going to need to be successful 
children, adolescents, and adults.  To do this, we need to create a compassionate and 
trusting environment. 
      
     A therapist, when asked about her chosen profession, answered, "Therapy?  I don’t 
believe in therapy.  What I believe in is caring communities, because if we had a real sense 
of community, of belonging, in areas where we lived, worked, and played, we’d probably need 
a lot less therapy.  The greater a sense of community one feels as and accepted member, 
the less one feels a need for therapy.  If we really practiced true family values and created 
caring and nurturing communities, I could easily find myself out of a job.  I would never just 
do therapy.  I help create community." 
 
This material was taking from Learning to Play, Playing to Learn: Games and Activities to 
Teach Sharing, Caring, and Compromise by Charlie Steffens and Spencer Gorin. 
 


